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Abstract— With advances in the movie industry, composite
interactions and complex visual effects require us to shoot at
the designed part of a scene for immersion. Traditionally, the
director of photography plans a camera path by recursively
reviewing and commenting path-planning rendered results.
Since the adjust–render–review process is not immediate and
interactive, miscommunications happen to make the process
ineffective and time consuming. Therefore, this paper proposes a
What-You-See-What-You-Get camera path reviewing system for
the director to interactively instruct and design camera paths.
Our system consists of a camera handle, a parameter control
board, and a camera tracking box with mutually perpendicular
marker planes. When manipulating the handle, the attached
camera captures markers on visible planes with selected parame-
ters to adjust the world rendering view. The director can directly
examine results to give immediate comments and feedbacks on
transformation and parameter adjustment in order to achieve
effective communication and reduce the reviewing time. Finally,
we conduct a set of qualitative and quantitative evaluations to
show that our system is robust and efficient and can provide
means to give interactive and immediate instructions for effective
communication and efficiency enhancement during path design.

Index Terms— Camera path design, camera transformation
manipulator, marker-based camera tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

GOOD camera motion can bring more immersive experi-
ence to an audience and, traditionally, a cinematographer

or a director of photography (DP) must plan and adjust camera
shooting paths on a trolley based on his/her experience to
create desired photographic and visual effects. However, with
advances in technologies, there are more complex actions,
interactions, and special effects inside a shot, which brings
difficulties to get a right camera path in the first trial. In other
words, path adjustment results in time-consuming and expen-
sive reshooting. As shown in Fig. 1, computer graphics can
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Fig. 1. Traditional computer graphics-based camera path design pipeline
consists of director’s path description, animators’ path creation, rendering with
designed paths, and director’s commenting.

relieve reshooting expenses by building a virtual scene along
with camera paths to simulate the shot. However, it is still
a time-consuming task requiring several adjust–render–review
iterations because the gaps between director’s expectation and
animators’ interpretation of directing instructions may result in
unsatisfied camera motion and cause extra iterations. There are
generally two issues during the adjust–render–review process.

1) The number of iterations depends on the experience of
animators and adequate communication between anima-
tors and the director.

2) The director cannot review the rendered results in the
mean time of commenting and instructing, this may
induce a gap between initial instructions and later
expected results as time goes by, and the gap results
in extra unnecessary iterations.

Therefore, this paper proposes an interactive, intuitive, and
robust manipulation and review system to create and modify
a camera path and immediately review the result for effective
communication, portability, and efficiency.

When motion capture techniques become mature, camera
transformation can be estimated by attaching passive sensors
on the real movie camera to manipulate the shooting view [1].
This also allows the director to directly review and adjust the
camera path in a similar spirit to our design. However, there
are several limitations in this method.

1) The motion capture equipment is expensive, and small
studios and education institutes cannot afford it.

2) Its portability is limited because the technique requires
a large space and a complex calibration process to have
proper operations.

3) Manipulation requires operating a cumbersome movie
camera, and the movement inside the captured space is
strenuous.
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Therefore, this paper proposes a low-cost, portable, and real-
time interactive reviewing system based on marker recognition
and tracking [2]. Furthermore, with advance in computer
vision (CV), camera tracking can be done with structure from
motion (SfM) techniques based on feature tracking such as
parallel tracking and mapping (PTAM) [3] or photographic
tracking such as semidirect visual odometry (SVO) [4].
Although these techniques do not require designed hardware,
camera manipulation in path design consists of transient large
transformations to induce tracking failure as shown in our
evaluations. NCam [5] is developed for camera tracking, and
according to our observation, NCam uses two fisheye lenses
to capture the world and estimates the rough structures based
on feature-based matching for tracking. It has the following
limitations.

1) Feature extraction and matching are computationally
costly.

2) Fisheye lenses are more expensive than a webcam.
3) Although it can work without markers, it still requires

an environment of enough features.
Our hardware is cheaper and available everywhere.
Furthermore, NCam technical staffs have visited Next
Media Animation Japan Studio and used Easy Camera
(EZCam), and they are impressed with our tracking results.
Qualcomm Vuforia [6] is another commercially available
augmented reality (AR) system to track camera motion by
embedding square ring features into the 3D world. It tracks
these features for the camera transformation. According to
our evaluation, our system can more stably and robustly
track camera in higher precision because Vuforia does not
take advantage of the multiplane setting, and perspective
artifacts may affect its precision. We overcome the robustness,
portability, and efficiency issues of these methods with a
knocked-down and portable tracking box consisting of
perpendicular marker planes along with a camera handle for
transformation manipulation. Our system directly collects the
manipulated transformation along with camera parameters
selected on our designed control board to render the view on
a tablet and monitor for direct and immediate review.

After implementing the system, we have designed
qualitative experiments to evaluate the tracking ability and
precision of our system and a quantitative experiment to
evaluate the manipulation ability and robustness on two testing
scenes when comparing with: 1) two vision-based tracking
methods, PTAM [3] and SVO [4]; 2) two depth-sensor-based
tracking method, KinectFusion [21] and Difodo [20]; 3) two
accelerometer-gyroscope-based tracking methods, attitude and
heading reference system (AHRS) [19] and Cardboard [20];
and 4) commercially available Vuforia [6]. Furthermore,
we have also conducted two user studies to evaluate the
usefulness in improving design efficiency and communication
effectiveness. The results show that our designed system is
cheap, portable, and robust and can help construct effective
communication to reduce the number of review iterations and
the amount of review time.

This paper makes the following contributions.
1) We propose a What-You-See-What-You-Get (WYSWYG)

review system to design camera paths for movie

shooting to remove the gap between the director
instructions and animator understanding for reduction
of extra iterations.

2) We design camera tracking boxes of patterned marker
planes to ensure robust and effective manipulation of the
camera transformation and tracking efficiency. Due to the
rapidness and robustness of marker recognition, we can
estimate the view for a real-time renderer to display the
results for discussing and adjusting the camera path in
a real-time and face-to-face manner.

3) We have designed three types of knocked-down elements
for portability and easy construction of the tracking box.

4) We provide a parameter control board to select and
tune camera parameters for more possible photographic
effects.

II. RELATED WORKS

Camera tracking has long been the research topics for
decades because it is important for understanding the scenes
and adding objects into the virtual world. This paper focuses
on tracking camera motion to manipulate the virtual camera,
and thus, the following discusses only those directly related
to this research.

A. Camera Tracking

Vision-based camera tracking is important for AR, CV, and
computer graphics. Fundamentally, they can be categorized
as two fields: 1) marker-based tracking and 2) markerless
tracking. Marker-based tracking depends on identification
of designed patterns such as ARToolKit [7], ARTag [8],
C2 Tags [9], Pi-Tag [10], and error-correcting grid codes [2]
to estimate the camera pose and attached plane transformation.
Marker-based tracking methods are generally fast and robust.
Therefore, our system chooses error-correcting grid codes
for its efficiency, precision, and robustness. Furthermore, our
system can also use other marker patterns, but our system
requires a large number of different markers, which may be
over the limit of other marker design algorithms.

Marker-less tracking simultaneously recovers camera poses
and scene structures from a video and are classified into three
categories.

1) Feature-based methods [3], [11]–[14] extract sparse
salient image features such as corners and edges from
each frame, match them across successive frames with
invariant feature descriptors, and estimate camera trans-
formations and scene structures. The success of these
methods depends on the number of detected features and
the robustness of descriptor matching. Therefore, these
methods may lack of robustness when the shot regions
lack of features. In additional, feature detection and
tracking across frames are computationally intensive.
Our system avoid these two issues with marker-based
tracking.

2) Direct methods [15]–[18] estimate camera transforma-
tions and scene structures directly based on intensities
and their derivatives in each frame. This can avoid
failure of feature detection and tracking. However, the
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robustness is still an issue and photometric tracking is
still computationally intensive. We avoid this by using
pattern-based tracking.

3) Semidirective methods [4] combine both feature-based
and direct methods for better efficiency and robustness.
However, as our evaluation shows, camera manipulation
in path design is generally fast and large to cause
tracking failure, and we choose pattern-based tracking
to ensure robustness.

Accelerometer-gyroscope-based methods such as AHRS [19]
and Google Cardboard [20] track manipulation by accumulat-
ing the orientation and acceleration provided by gyroscopes
and accelerometers. As a result, the precision of these
algorithms highly depends on data precision, but com-
mercially available microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
gyroscopes and accelerometers are imprecise to robustly track
manipulation. Depth-based tracking methods such as Kinect-
Fusion [21] and Difodo [22] require enough depth variations
and details to track camera movement in consecutive frames,
and thus, tracking spots are limited. For example, our flat
box surfaces are not suitable. Their precision is lower than
our system. Furthermore, the price for a depth sensor is still
much more expensive (U.S. $100) than a webcam (U.S. $30).
During camera manipulation, an operator can manipulate the
handle to generate a motion over limit of camera shooting
and algorithmic tracking abilities. Tracking may fail, but they
should recover tracking immediately after abnormal conditions
are removed. Both types of methods are not equipped with the
ability to recover their tracking without another calibration
process. Our algorithm overcomes the precision, robustness,
and stability issues by using maker-based tracking mechanism.

B. Augmented Reality Applications

AR creates an environment where computer-generated infor-
mation is superimposed onto the user’s view of a real world.
For example, Wang [23] uses markers to simulate construction
sites for a proper site setting. MacIntyre et al. [24] navigate
through the virtual world of an interactive Web site using
markers. Gee et al. [25] place markers on the ground to iden-
tify the location of the outdoor scene. These methods rely on
marker detection and tracking to place extra information and
contents onto the screen. We adopt a similar concept to track
camera motion for manipulating the virtual worldview to build
an imagination of camera shooting for discussion foundation
and direct communication to remove the understanding gaps
between the director and animators.

III. OVERVIEW

We develop EZCam to provide direct communication and
immediate feedback based on marker recognition for direct
camera manipulation during the design phase. There are
mainly two components, transformation manipulator and
parameter control board, in our system. The manipulator
is designed for tracking the camera transformation and
consists of a camera handle with a webcam, a light for
providing enough lighting for precise marker tracking, and a
tripod head for easily manipulating translation and rotation

Fig. 2. Animators can manipulate the camera handle and adjust parameter
sliders to control the worldview, our system estimates camera transformations
through marker tracking and renders the world with selected parameters,
and the director can comment and give out instructions to adjust camera
manipulation directly and immediately.

and an auxiliary camera tracking box with perpendicular
marker planes. As shown in Fig. 2, an operator manipulates the
camera handle under director’s instructions, and the webcam
captures attached markers for estimating the transformation
of marker planes. Our system combines multiple plane-
camera transformations with weights computed based on the
number of recognized markers to remove camera jittering.
Furthermore, we also apply a double exponential smoothing
filter for removal of hand-shaking artifacts. By analyzing
the world-to-view matrix, we can easily estimate the camera
transformation related to the visible-marker planes in world
space. At the same time, the operator can also adjust the
shooting parameters such as depth of field, focal length,
and scale of each dimension using the control board of
sliders for the total control over all camera parameters. After
collecting view manipulation information, the server renders
the virtual world accordingly for review. Since manipulation
and rendering is in real time, the director and animators
can directly examine the result and exchange modification
opinions to reduce the number of iterations. Initially, there
is no existing path, the captured per-frame transformations
and parameters are used to construct an initial path with little
cost. Later, since the design process is iterative, our system
incrementally adjust the camera transformation and relative
parameters based on the previously constructed/modified path.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

This section first describes our camera tracking box and
handle and our real-to-virtual pose estimation algorithm based
on marker detection and recognition for analysis of the world-
to-view transformation. Finally, we describe the mechanism
of our designed control board for external camera parameters
and its plug-in mechanism.

A. Portable Camera Pose Tracking Box

As shown in Fig. 3, there are three configurations
designed for different purposes: 1) 5-plane inward; 2) 5-plane
outward; and 3) 13-plane panoramic tracking configurations.
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Fig. 3. Top three configurations: inward, outward, and panoramic
tracking configurations, respectively, for different manipulation operations.
Bottom: exemplar marker sheets used for each configuration.

The 5-plane inward configuration consists of five mutual
perpendicular planes with a set of designed markers attached
to the inward faces, and the five planes correspond to five
operation directions: 1) front; 2) up; 3) down; 4) left; and
5) right. Similarly, the 5-plane outward configuration uses
a similar concept except that the markers are placed in
the outward faces instead of inward faces and the five
planes correspond to five operation directions: 1) down;
2) front; 3) back; 4) left; and 5) right. The 13-plane
panoramic configuration consists of three box units where
both ends have a 5-plane inward unit, and the center uses
three planes to bridge the end units. We design the
5-plane inward and outward configurations for easy
construction but still maintaining enough camera manipulation
variety. Generally, the 5-plane inward configuration is enough
for most manipulation along one side but has a limitation in
rotating backward. Therefore, we design the 5-plane outward
configuration for those shots of concentric rotation around
an object (i.e., orbit camera). The 13-plane configuration
puts focus on both forward and backward tracking and
manipulation, but we can easily extend it to track the left,
right, and top movements and manipulation by replacing the
left, right, and top transition faces with extra tracking boxes.

After setting up the configuration, we must determine the
size of the markers. After discussing with a cameraman [26]
and testing the camera manipulation, we find that the oper-
ation range should be in the range 25–100 cm. Therefore,
we designed an experiment as shown in Fig. 4(a) to examine
the distance and orientation ranges for a chosen marker size.
We determine to choose the marker size of 6.5 × 6.5 cm2

because they have the stable tracking distance between
20 and 150 cm. In addition, the stable detection orientation
range is about 60°. Larger markers allow for a farther tracking
range but must have the camera further away from the plane to
capture enough markers for tracking because tracking requires
four full markers for perspective-n-points (PnP) inversion.
Smaller markers allow for closer tracking but shrink the
tracking range and induce more perspective distortions. When
using more markers, tracking is more precise, but efficiency
is affected because the computational cost of a PnP inversion
grows with the size of tracking points. Fundamentally, the size
of the box is chosen while considering the following three

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental setting for determining recognition distance and
orientation ranges. We set the camera shoot at the center of the plane and
move it in and out until tracking fails. Furthermore, we also rotate the
plane along the central axis until tracking fails. (b) Experimental setting
for determining the registration error. We choose several shooting positions
and orientations to capture both planes, and then we physically measure and
photographically estimate the location and orientation of the second plane
based on the front plane for determining the registration error. Later, we
translate and rotate the second plane for further analysis of registration errors
in different configurations.

aspects.

1) When testing manipulation inside a box with the selected
marker size, we find that if the box size is smaller than
1 × 1 × 1 m3 and there is not enough space for trans-
lation inside the box. In order to get enough translation
movement inside the virtual world, we need to scale the
manipulated translation with a larger constant to induce
instability.

2) The larger the box is, the more freedom we have for
operation, but the less portable it becomes. We select
the length of each side to be 113 cm for the 5-plane
inward configuration to have enough space for operation
but still have proper portability.

3) We want to have an enough number of markers in each
plane for proper tracking and the selected number in
each side is 12.

For the outward tracking box, we use the same marker size for
the same operation range. In addition, since the box is used
to track concentric camera movement, the 1 × 1 × 1 m3 box
is too large to walk around for proper operations. According
to our test, we choose a size of 0.5 × 0.5 × 0.5 m3.

Adapted from error-corrected grid codes [2], each marker
consists of 7 × 7 grids whose outer border cells are black
and used for easy detection. Therefore, there are 225 possible
keywords which are abundant to have distinct code words for
all markers with proper error detection. Furthermore, each row
encodes 2 bits of information for error detection and rotation
invariant, and thus, there are a total of 1024 IDs available
from 0 to 1023. To summarize, we observe that there are
several tradeoffs. First, the size of the tracking box affects the
operation size and the amount of allowable camera manipula-
tion. When the box is larger, the allowable manipulation range
is larger, but its portability becomes smaller. Second, the size
of the marker is also a tradeoff between image recognition
precision and the distance of detection because when the
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Fig. 5. (a) Top three fundamental elements: plane-shaped (yellow),
L-shaped (blue), and C-shaped (red) for our tracking box. Bottom: the element
composition of the 13-plane configuration. (b) Our handle of a webcam,
a light source, a tablet, and a tripod head for camera position and direction
manipulation.

marker is large, the distance required to fully spot the marker
is larger, and the shortest operation distance is larger, but the
precision of correct detection and pose estimation is higher.
Furthermore, the tracking box must be portable, steady, and
solid. As shown in Fig. 5(a), we decompose our box into three
types of fundamental units: 1) plane-shaped; 2) L-shaped;
and 3) C-shaped. We connect these units together with steel
brackets or clippers. When decomposing into fundamental
units, we can stack them together for portability. After
designing the camera pose tracking box, Section IV-C gives the
details of camera estimation based on the marker recognition.

B. Camera Handle Design

Fig. 5(b) shows the schematic design and snapshots of our
camera handle. Because camera operators generally operate
heavy photographic apparatuses and a Web camera is too light
for comfortable grip [26], we use a tripod as the foundation
of our camera handle. Although a tripod head is designed for
professional cameras and camcorders, these shooting devices
are generally not designed for live video stream connection
to computers. Therefore, we mount a Web camera (Logitech
portable webcam C950) on the top using clay because of
its cheapness and easiness to connect with computers when
comparing with those professional cameras. Since camera
motion in movies is generally smooth and steady, we assume
gradual camera manipulation to set the webcam in the frame
rate of 30 frames/s with a resolution of 640×480. As shown in
Section V, our tracking algorithm is efficient for a higher frame
rate and resolution if users require tracking fast manipulation.
The webcam communicates with the computer via a Universal
Serial Bus (USB) port. Although we have already got as many
recognized markers as possible to reduce jittering artifacts,
there exists motion blur when the captured interval is long
or the user moves camera quickly in a short period of time.
Motion blur induces tracking failure and inaccuracy into our
algorithm, and thus, we reduce this artifact by turning off the
autolighting function and using as short an exposure period as
possible at a value of 9000 in the Logitech user interface. Low
capture time can reduce motion blur, but the captured frames
are too dark to have correct recognition, and we correct this
problem by attaching an extra LED lighting unit of 10W COB
820-900LM 6000-6500K cool-white LED chip on the tripod
to enlighten the captured markers. After the server receives
the captured frame, it uses the captured marker planes along
with its markers to estimate the camera pose described in

the following section. Although the camera handle captures
manipulation to render results onto a review screen for the
director and operator, it is inconvenient for the operator to
manipulate the handle in one direction and check the visual
feedback in another direction. We directly add a tablet onto the
camera handle to real-time show the rendering results from the
server when manipulating the virtual camera inside the scene.

C. Marker-Based Camera Transformation Estimation

AR applications depend on estimation of the precise camera
transformation with/without markers, and we choose a marker-
based estimation method adapted from error-correcting grid
codes [2] because of their robustness and efficiency. Differ-
ent from solving the occlusion problem in AR applications,
our system focuses on robustly estimating the camera trans-
formation to real-time manipulate the view. The following
summarizes relative camera transformation estimation to a
single marker plane with those visible markers. Then, we
also give the details of combining multiple plane-camera
transformations from all-visible-marker planes at the end of
this section. Our system recognizes markers and estimates the
relative transformation to the camera in the following steps.

1) Camera Calibration: Different cameras have their own
intrinsic properties such as focal length and principle
points. These parameters are important for determining
the transformation from world space to screen space, and
thus, it is necessary to correctly estimate them before
tracking. In addition, the real-world camera deviates
from the pinhole model, and it is important to take radial
and tangential distortions into account. We express the
camera model as

sm = A[R|t]M (1)

where s is a scale factor, m is the image-space coor-
dinate, A is the intrinsic matrix of a camera, R and t
represent the rotation and the translation of the camera,
and M is the world-space coordinate. Actually, it can
be regarded as a perspective transformation. Before
any computation, our system runs a camera calibration
process to estimate A [27].

2) Marker Extraction: Estimating camera transformation
based on markers of designed patterns is generally
efficient without the need of expensive feature detec-
tion such as scale-invariant feature transform [28] and
speeded up robust features [29]. We fundamentally fol-
low the steps proposed in [2] and summarize as follows.
When capturing a frame, our system locally thresholds
and segments the frame in order to detect the rectangular
contours as our marker candidates. For each marker
candidate, we apply perspective warping to get its top–
bottom view and decompose it onto a regular grid of
black and white components to discard those without
black borders. Then, our system assigns each encoding
element with 0 or 1 depending on the majority of pixel
values inside the element. We use the coding of the
candidate to identify its ID along with the four corners of
the marker. Our system stores the identification and the
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Fig. 6. (a) Webcam first takes a shot of the camera tracking box. (b) Our system identifies visible markers based on the encoding information. (c) We use
corners of visible markers on the same plane to estimate the camera transformation according to the global position and orientation of the located plane.
(d) and (e) Then, our system combines the transformation from different planes according to weights based on the number of visible markers of the plane.
(f) We filter the overall camera transformation with a temporal filter. (g) Our system uses the camera transformation along with selected parameters to
manipulate the shot of the virtual world.

four corners in a specified order for latter transformation
estimation.

3) Marker Transformation Estimation in Camera
Coordinate: After extracting recognized markers, the
remaining problem is to estimate the relative relationship
between the marker and camera, i.e., determine the
orientation and translation of each marker in camera
space. We can formulate the transformation estimation
as a PnP problem [30] along with the constraints of
detected corners to minimize the reprojection errors of
all N corresponding points

[R̃|t̃] = argmin
[R|t ]

N∑

i=1

r2
i ([R|t]) (2)

where the residual function, ri (R|t), denotes the repro-
jection error of the i th projection corresponding pair,
[R̃|t̃] is the camera transformation including orientation
which is represented as quaternion and translation, and
N represents the number of 2D–3D correspondences.
We can solve the problem with direct linear transfor-
mation (DLT) [31]. Therefore, our system takes four
corner points of the recognized marker in model space,
and their projected image locations along with camera
intrinsic properties to estimate the object transformation
in the camera coordinate.

4) Plane Transformation Estimation in Camera
Coordinate: The recognized marker ID can determine
the global location and orientation of the marker,
[RM |t M ]. We can estimate the camera location and
orientation in the following manner:

[R̃|t̃][RC |tC ] = [RM |t M ]
[RC |tC ] = [R̃|t̃]−1[RM |t M ] (3)

where [RC |tC ] is the world-space camera location
and orientation. After solving [R̃|t̃] and recognizing
the marker, we can easily estimate the camera
transformation.

It is easy to estimate the camera transformation from the
detection of a single marker. However, the usage of a single
marker may result in a few artifacts including undesired move-
ment in camera manipulation such as jittering, perspective
distortion, and estimation error. Therefore, we put an array of
markers on a plane and use all visible planes to relieve these
issues and use multiple visible markers and their recognized
corners instead of using a single recognized marker. Fig. 6(c)
shows an example of recognized markers for the front, down,
and right planes for the 5-plane inward configuration. First, our
system identifies all visible markers and their corresponding
ID in the view. Second, our system records those markers
belonging to the same plane in a list along with their four
corners. All recorded corners and their corresponding 2D
image coordinates are used as constraints to determine the
location and orientation of the marker plane by 2.

The perspective distortion from a single plane estimation
becomes serious when the camera direction is almost per-
pendicular to the plane normal. We solve this issue by using
multiple mutually perpendicular planes instead of one marker
plane and choosing a plane that is closely perpendicular to
the view direction, i.e., the camera can see a large number of
markers.

When estimating the camera transformation, we have two
different choices: 1) plane-based visible-marker estimation
and 2) all-visible-marker estimation. The precision of all-
visible-marker estimation is easily affected by those detected
markers whose tilting angle to the image plane is large because
of its large perspective distortions in its detected marker
locations.

In addition, plane-based estimation allows us to consider
each face independently for possibility of self-calibration to
reduce the setting time for the tracking box. When building
the tracking box, it is hard to maintain the relative position
and orientation among planes. In addition, it is also hard to
measure the location and orientation of each marker. There-
fore, we develop a process to register the relative location
and orientation of planes to the center and orientation of a
reference plane. In our system, we first select the center of
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Fig. 7. Comparison of camera tracking in location (left) in the box coordinate and orientation (right) in quaternion, respectively, with and without the
temporal filter.

the front face as the origin and its normal as the z-axis,
and its right direction when facing as the x-axis to construct
our world coordinate. During registration, our camera shoots
at the registered and front planes for estimating its relative
location and orientation along with all markers’ location and
orientation. This process allows us to print out marker sheets
and attach them to the plane with misalignment and misorien-
tation without affecting the tracking results. This process needs
only to be done once before manipulation because generally
the setting and configuration should not change during the
operation. Since the process is so simple that when the
configuration changes, we can easily restart manipulation by
simple registration. After designing registration, we would like
to understand the precision of registration. Therefore, we have
conducted an experiment as shown in Fig. 4(b) to measure
the registration errors of the plane when comparing with the
physical measurement. We find that the mean estimation error
is within 5 mm.

Generally, this strategy works well but there are jittering
artifacts when switching the estimation plane. We remove
these jittering artifacts by combing the transformation
estimation from visible planes in the following manner. First,
we use planes whose number of visible markers over a
user chosen threshold to estimate the camera transformation.
In other words, when the number of recognized markers
from a plane is small, its estimation is not taken into account
because estimation is error prone. Second, our system
computes the number of markers in each estimated plane and
their sum. Ratios between these numbers are computed as
weights (ωi ) to represent effectiveness of their transformation
estimation. Finally, we estimate the camera pose as the
weighting average of all valid camera transformations

[RC |tC ] =
N∑

i=1

ωi [RC |tC ]i (4)

where i is the index of the plane. This weighting average
can relieve the jittering artifacts caused by plane switching,
but it cannot stabilize the camera caused by unconscious
shaking of the operating hand. The following section describes
our stabilization method for removal of hand-shaking
artifacts.

D. Double Exponential Temporal Smoothing

Stabilized camera paths are important for comfortable final
rendering results. Although we have designed a camera handle
with a proper weight to reduce hand-shaking artifacts and used
multiple planes to prevent jittering artifacts when switching
the reference plane, there are still shaking artifacts. We use a
temporal filter to further relieve shaking artifacts. Instead of
a complex Kalman filter, our system adapts the double expo-
nential smoothing technique [32] which uses an exponentially
decayed weighting for previous samples in a sequence based
on a user specific parameter, α ∈ [0, 1], to smooth the camera
transformation. The N th camera transformation, [RC |T C ]N

,

can be estimated from the (N − 1)th sample, [RC |T C ]N−1
as

[RC |T C ]N = 2 − α

1 − α
[R0|T 0]N − 1

1 − α
[R1|T 1]N

(5)

where [R0|T 0]N
and [R1|T 1]N

are two maintained prediction
sequences

[R0|T 0]N = α[RC |T C ]N−1 + (1 − α)[R0|T 0]N−1

[R1|T 1]N = α[R0|T 0]N−1 + (1 − α)[R1|T 1]N−1
. (6)

After using the smooth filter, the estimated camera path is
smooth without jittering artifacts. Fig. 7 shows the comparison
of camera manipulation paths with and without use of the
filter, and the temporal filter can successfully remove the hand-
shaking artifacts.
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Fig. 8. (a) Snapshot of the control board which consists of sliders for tuning
the value of the plug-in camera parameters. (b) Plug-in parameter control
panel in Maya.

E. Parameter Control Board

Our designed camera handle and tracking box can provide
direct camera transformation manipulation, but they have
limited manipulation dimensions due to the available physical
space. In order to relieve this limitation, we design a control
board to change the manipulation scale in each dimension
for scene-specific and task-specific adjustment. In addition,
certain shooting parameters such as focal length and field of
view (FOV) are almost required to adjust during the shooting
process. Therefore, the main goal of the control board is to
provide the physical control of important camera parameters
in the renderer for more photographic effects. When observing
the manipulation manner of these parameters provided by the
renderer, their values are generally controlled by a digital slider
that is similar to the volume control in a sound track recorder.
Therefore, we design our control board to have several sliding
bars to linearly control the value of these parameters as
shown in Fig. 8(a). The sliding bars are potentiometers whose
resistance varies with the position of the bar and an AD
converter reads the resistance of each slider and converts the
analog signal into a digital one. The signal is transmitted to the
server via a USB port. Later, we design a plug-in application
to bind the camera object in Maya/Unity3D to connect with
the desired control camera parameters, as shown in Fig. 8(b).
The following are several plug-in parameters.

1) Focal Length: It is common to change the focusing part
in a scene by tuning the focal length. For example, we
can first focus on the pitcher ready to pitch and change
the focal length to focus on the batter ready to swing
his bat.

2) FOV: FOV generally decides the viewing angles and the
amount of contents.

3) Scale of Each Dimension: Although the camera pose can
be manipulated by the camera handle and tracking box,
the linear mapping between the tracking and rendering
cameras may result in inefficient control. Therefore, it
is practical to give different scaling magnitudes in each
dimension to achieve the desired controlling effects.
For example, when we set scale of x dimension larger,
the camera moves faster along the x-direction and this
can cause slow/fast motion effect. Two men fight (the
camera shoots with a normal scale) and then one of
them shows the gun and shoots (the camera shoots with
a larger scale).

Although some parameters can change the result from
estimated pose information (scale of each dimension), the
computation is relatively fast and the overhead can almost be
ignored. In addition, the camera is first manipulated with the
estimated camera pose estimated from the tracking box and
then the plug-in parameters are applied later to give the final
rendering results.

F. Renderer

After estimating the manipulation camera pose and setting
the control parameters, the server computes and feeds the
information as the camera extrinsic parameters (containing
a 3 × 3 rotation matrix and a 3 × 1 translation vector)
to its destined renderer. Currently, we choose three differ-
ent rendering mechanics: 1) Maya; 2) Unreal Development
Kit (UDK); and 3) Unity3D. For Maya and Unity3D, the
camera transformation and parameters are directly fed into
the application in a frame-by-frame manner to manipulate the
camera of the active window as

AR = AP( f, fov, . . .) (7)

[RR |t R] = SP [RC |tC ][RO |t O ]

where AP is the adjusted intrinsic parameters, SP is the
scale motion in each dimension collected from the control
board, and [RO |t O ] is the virtual camera transformation before
manipulation. Although Maya and Unity3D can provide inter-
esting rendering results, they are still not close to the realistic
results. In order to have more realistic preview, the Maya scene
and camera information can be directly feed to UDK for more
powerful Unreal Engine for special lighting effects.

V. QUALITATIVE AND QUANTITATIVE EVALUATIONS

After system design, we would like to understand the
robustness and effectiveness of our camera manipulation
method and have conducted several experiments to
qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate its performance.
At the same time, we have also conducted user studies to
show that EZCam provides effective communication and
enhances setting efficiency during the path design process
against the Maya built-in camera tool. This section gives the
details of the evaluations and user study.

A. Path Design Results

We have used our EZCam system to design camera paths
for three animation scenes, katana, chain reaction, and speed
drive 4 in Hong Kong, and the results are shown in Fig. 9.
Details of implementation and manipulation results can be
found in the supplemental Web site.1 As shown, our system
can easily manipulate the camera direction and orientation to
create the desired camera path to shoot at the desired path.

1Web site address: graphics.csie.ntust.edu.tw/pub/EZCam/main.html.
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Fig. 9. Camera manipulation results for katana, chain reaction, speed
drive 4 in Hong Kong, speed drive 4 in Hong Kong, and Japanese room.
First column: the original camera view. Top of the second column: the
captured frame of the camera tracking box. Bottom of the second column:
the estimated camera transformation inside the box. Third column: the view
of the scene with the original and manipulated camera transformations.
Green marks the original camera transformations and red marks the manipu-
lated camera transformations. Final column: the manipulation results.

Fig. 10. (a) Rail board for moving the camera handle on a designed path.
(b) We have designed a color-feature-tracking corner by attaching two posters
on its left side and placing two bookshelves with a large number of books to
ensure abundant tracking feature points. (c) We have designed a depth-feature-
tracking corner in our lab by placing and stacking several diffuse Styrofoam
protectors whose surface is noneven for enough tracking depth details.

B. Qualitative Evaluation

The camera transformation estimation ability determines
the effectiveness and robustness in camera manipulation.
Therefore, after designing EZCam, we would like to
understand its precision in estimating camera transformation.
We have designed a camera path board for this purpose as
shown in Fig. 10(a). Since we have manually moved the
handle, the speed was not constant, and thus, we have only
done numerical analysis at selected key points, C1, . . . , C6.
Then, we have designed a path consisting of different
movement types including panning, zooming, circling, and
rotating by connecting these key points. In order to avoid
undesired deviations, we have placed steel brackets to set
up the moving rail and perpendicular brackets at the corner
to ensure rotation. In addition, the webcam is not mounted
on the center of the camera handle, and we have used
the configuration in Fig. 10(a) to estimate its position and

orientation offset for computing the position and orientation
at each key point. After designing the board, we have put
it at a distance of 28 cm in front of the front plane for
the 5-plane inward configuration. During the experiment,
we have the camera handle station at the key points for
a few seconds and then use the mean of all estimated
transformation as our estimated transformation. SfM tracking
algorithms may provide more flexible tracking mechanics,
and thus, we have chosen two available state-of-art tracking
algorithms, PTAM [3], and SVO [4] for comparison. The
recorded video has been plugged into EZCam, PTAM, and
SVO for estimating the precision of tracking as shown in
our supplemental Web site.1 First, the instant manipulation is
generally faster and larger than their tracking limit. Second,
PTAM heavily depends on feature detection and tracking, but
the detected features from markers have a similar signature to
induce tracking failure. Generally, these methods are designed
to track camera poses in regular environments such as a corner
in a lab. Therefore, we have designed a color-feature-tracking
corner in our lab using two posters and two bookshelves as
shown in Fig. 10(b) to ensure abundant tracking features for
SfM algorithms. The tracking board has been placed at a
location in front of the bookshelves with a distance of 28 cm
for comparison on the designed path. The tracking results
are shown in Fig. 11(b) and both methods still lose their
tracking. Since detected features are distinct to have robust
feature tracking, SVO performs much better but still loses
their tracking because of the fast instant camera movement.

Accelerometer-gyroscope-based methods such as
AHRS [19] and Google Cardboard [20] track manipulation
based on the information provided by gyroscopes and
accelerometers. Therefore, we have developed a motion
tracking unit consists of an STMicroelectronics L3GD20
gyroscope and an STMicroelectronics LIS3DH accelerometer.
Table I and Fig. 11(b) show the tracking results, and
commercially available MEMS gyroscopes and accelerometers
are generally too imprecise to provide proper manipulation
abilities required for camera path planning. Only those sensors
inside airplanes and satellites have precision high enough
to get tracking precise, but they are really expensive and
still require other types of sensors to continuously calibrate
their tracking for proper operation. Furthermore, during the
experiment process, large manipulation magnitude happens
to make integration of orientation and acceleration become
unstable to lose tracking. These algorithms would require a
calibration process to restart the tracking. In other words,
they cannot recover from tracking loss. Our algorithm uses
encoding markers to recover tracking when failure happens.

Depth-based tracking methods such as KinectFusion [21]
and Difodo [22] require enough depth details to track camera
movement in consecutive frames, and thus, we have designed
a depth-feature-tracking corner in our lab using several Sty-
rofoam protectors as shown in Fig. 10(c) to ensure abundant
tracking features for depth-based tracking algorithms. Table I
and Fig. 11(c) show the tracking results, and Difodo has better
precision than KinectFusion does. However, these depth-based
tracking methods compute the camera transformation based on
the relative depth information in consecutive frames, and thus,
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TABLE I

TRACKING ESTIMATION RESULTS AT THE KEY POINTS OF THE DESIGNED PATH FOR EZCam, VUFORIA [6], PTAM, SVO, ARHS [19], GOOGLE
CARDBOARD [20], KINECT FUSION [21], AND DIFODO [22]. WHEN TRACKING WITH OUR EZCam SYSTEM, WE HAVE USED FOUR SETS OF

MARKER SIZES INCLUDING 4.5, 5.5, 6.5, AND 7.5 cm.

Fig. 11. (a) Camera tracking results using EZCam with ArUco marker detector (red) and with ARToolKit marker detector (blue) along with the 5-plane
inward tracking box. Black marks the designed path. Along the path, black camera icons mark the shooting orientations of the designed path and red icons
mark the tracking orientations of EZCam with the double exponential smoothing filter. Cyan solid dots illustrate the stop position for numerical measurement.
Crosses of a corresponding track color illustrate the failure tracking locations and dots of a corresponding track color illustrate the restarting tracking locations.
(b) Camera pose tracking results using AHRS (red), PTAM in the color-feature-tracking corner (blue), and SVO in the color-feature-tracking corner (green).
(c) Camera tracking results using Difodo in the depth-feature corner (red), Vuforia in the tracking box (blue), and EZCam with all-visible-marker PnP
inversion in the tracking box (green), respectively. (d) and (e) Camera tracking results in the room and racing scenes, respectively, using EZCam in 5-plane
inward box (red), PTAM in the color-feature-tracking corner (blue), SVO in the color-feature-tracking corner (green), Difodo in the depth-feature-tracking
corner (yellow), and AHRS (purple). Dots of a corresponding track color illustrate the starting locations and crosses of a corresponding track color illustrate
the failure tracking locations.

when the motion of the camera is too large to track, these
algorithms require a calibration process to restart the tracking.
In other words, they cannot recover from loss camera tracking
as Difodo unless they reconstruct rough 3D structures for
calibration. KinectFusion uses voxels to represent the world,
but the camera tracking for camera path planning is generally
outward. Thus, the memory requirement is too large to handle
by our system with 64-GB main memory to cause failure of
tracking in the result. Both methods’ tracking precision is still
not as good as ours.

We also conduct a comparison with Qualcomm Vuforia [6].
We have placed its total available 512 patterns onto the surface
of our 5-plane inward tracking box. Table I and Fig. 11(c)

show the tracking results, and its precision is lower than
ours. Because it can provide only 512 different encoding
markers, there are not enough makers for precise tracking.
In addition, their tracking mechanism is not as precise as
our chosen scheme. In addition, we also measured the aver-
age operation time for different stages, marker recognition,
position inversion, and smoothing, which are 6.91, 0.614, and
0.003 ms, and the average tracking time of EZCam, PTAM,
SVO, ARHS, Cardboard, Difodo, KinectFusion, and Vuforia,
which are 7.93, 8.58, 2.50, 0.00174, 7.45, 77.6, 4.36, and
9.66 ms, respectively.

We would like to understand whether the marker size affects
the tracking ability. Therefore, we have designed another three
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marker sets with a marker size of 4.5 × 4.5, 5.5 × 5.5, and
7.5×7.5 cm2. We have placed these sets on the inward tracking
planes and tested their tracking precision using the same
designed path. The precision analysis is also listed in Table I.
We can find that when using smaller one, the tracking precision
is higher when the camera is near the tracking planes, but the
tracking range is smaller. When using marker recognition, the
tracking can be free from scale calibration which is generally
needed for vision-based tracking. The marker size determines
the range of tracking, and the number of visible markers
determines the tracking precision.

We would like to understand whether the all-visible-
marker PnP inversion and our plane-based visible-marker
PnP inversion affect the tracking precision and stability.
Therefore, we use both inversion methods for experiments
on the track, and the results are shown in Table I and
Fig. 11(c). When doing PnP inversion with all visible mark-
ers at once, its estimation precision is easily affected by
outliers whose detected location is seriously disturbed by
noises and artifacts. This is especially serious when parts
of the captured markers lie on a plane whose tilting angle
to the image plane is large. In other words, this large tilt-
ing angle induces large perspective distortions into detected
marker locations. We have added random sample consensus
to relieve the disturbance of these outliers, but the precision
is still not good. Our system uses weighting average of
plane-based PnP inversion results to further improve esti-
mation precision. We also measured their inversion time
of all marker and image plane as 0.816 and 0.984 ms,
respectively.

We also want to know the difference between the Kalman
filter and the double exponential smoothing filter as shown
in Table I. We also measured the smoothing time of double
exponential smoothing and Kalman as 2.55 and 1.02 μs,
respectively. The double exponential smoothing filter has com-
parative smoothing results with comparative computational
cost when comparing against the Kalman filter. However, to
implement double exponential smoothing is simpler.

We have replaced our markers with those generated by
ARToolKit [7] as shown in Table I and Fig. 11(a). It shows
that other marker patterns can be easily plugged into EZCam
with our plane-based estimation method for camera tracking.
However, our chosen marker pattern can have more correctly
identified markers in each frame (averaging 90.1% for ours
and 73.4% for ARToolKit on visible markers) for more precise
tracking. We also measured the recognition time of error-
corrected grid codes and ARToolKit as 6.91 and 1.26 ms,
respectively.

Finally, we would like to know whether different
PnP inversion algorithms including DLT [31], direct least
square (DLS) [33], Efficient Perspective-n-Point (EPnP) [34],
and Unified Perspective-n-Point (UPnP) [35] affect the track-
ing results as shown in Table I. All algorithms are available in
OpenCV 3.0 [36], and we get extra implementation of UPnP
from [35]. We also measured their inversion time of DLT,
DLS, EPnP, and UPnP as 0.614, 36.087, 0.183, and 0.241 ms,
respectively. Currently, our camera transformation estimation
is based on DLT to solve PnP inversion, and there are less

Fig. 12. (a) and (b) Scenes, Japanese room and Hong Kong Port, used for
studying the efficiency enhancement of our proposed tool where blue and
purple mark the original and desired camera paths, respectively.

than 500 2D–3D matching points involved. Under this problem
size, DLT can get a solution within 1 ms with a precision under
1 cm which is already satisfied with our tracking purpose.
When plugging in DLS, the computational cost is much higher
than DLT with a limited improvement in estimation precision.
Since our plane-based tracking configurations have all features
lying on the same plane, while viewing the plane from a large
angle, perspective distortions induce serious deviations on the
EPnP inversions. Moreover, our configuration has the UPnP
inversion generate 3–4 solutions in our experiment. Generally,
the first solution can better describe the camera motion,
and thus, our system uses it for camera tracking. However,
perspective distortions also cause serious deviations on its
estimated results. Furthermore, the UPnP-estimated camera
motion is wiggling and less stable. Since our plane-based
tracking configuration generates sufficient artificial markers
for accurate and robust tracking, it is a good choice for our
system. However, more efficient and precise PnP inversion
algorithms are still welcome to get more precise results in
a shorter period of time. Due to length limitation, we listed
complete experimental data in our supplemental Web site.1

C. Quantitative Manipulation Evaluation

Since the goal of this system is to manipulate camera
transformation for camera path design, we have designed
two scenes, room and racing, along with their respective
camera manipulation scenario for quantitatively evaluating
the manipulation ability of our system when comparing with
PTAM, SVO, AHRS, and Difodo. The first scene is a room
with walls and doors in the Japanese style, and the original
camera is still to look at the door of the room. The scenario
simulates that the hero wakes up to check around the room as
shown in Fig. 12(a). The desired camera motion is as follows.

1) The hero rotates his head to the left and the top of the
room for examination.

2) The hero rotates his head to the right and bottom of the
room for examination.

3) The hero moves his head back to examine the front of
the room.

The second scene is a racing scene in the port of Hong Kong,
and the animator ties the original camera on the back of the
hero car. The scenario simulates that the camera puts focus
on the hero car, and the camera requires us to move around
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TABLE II

FIRST PART: MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE TIME
TO OBTAIN THE PROPER CAMERA POSES FOR TASKS 1 AND 2 IN

THE USEFULNESS STUDY OF THE PROPOSED TOOL. SECOND PART:
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE NUMBER

OF OPERATIONS AND THE TIME TO OBTAIN THE PROPER
STEREOSCOPIC SETTING FOR TASKS 1 AND 2 IN

THE USEFULNESS STUDY OF THE

PROPOSED TOOL

to generate excitement and nervousness of racing as shown in
Fig. 12(b). The desired camera motion is as follows.

1) When the hero car moves, the shooting camera looks at
the front of the car and moves close to emphasize this
car.

2) The camera puts the hero car in the center of the view
and then moves along a curve similar to the car front
window to the left until the entire left side of the body
is within the view.

3) The camera moves to the right along a curve similar to
the car front window to see the right side of the body.

After designing the scenarios, we apply EZCam to manipu-
late the camera pose to achieve the desired effects. At the
same time, we also apply PTAM, SVO, AHRS, and Difodo
to manipulate our camera. All the results are shown in
Fig. 11(d) and (e). Our method can effectively and robustly set
up the desired camera pose for both scenarios. Our method can
create a path more close to the desired one when comparing
with other methods.

D. Quantitative User Study

We have conducted user studies to verify the usefulness of
our proposed tool with the physical setting shown in Fig. 14(c).
We used a Sharp LC-40W5T (1920 × 1080 pixels, 400-cd/m2

brightness, 240-Hz refresh rate, and 90-cm screen width) for
reviewing the manipulation and rendering results. Before our
study, participants were asked to have a 5-min training section
to get familiar with EZCam.

The first study focuses on efficiency enhancement for path
design. We asked subjects to set up a camera path as the
one described in the quantitative experiment described in the
previous section. Two tools were used to complete the tasks
of setting camera paths for these two scenarios. One is the
Maya built-in camera manipulation tool, and the other is the
proposed tool. The instructions were given at the beginning
of this section, and subjects used the tools to set up the
camera paths for the two scenes. To avoid the studying effect,
the instructor counter-balance chose the order of using these
two tools for each subject. During the study, we recorded how
much time (only including operation but not rendering and
evaluation) the subject spent for obtaining the desired camera
paths. In total, 18 subjects participated in our experiments

Fig. 13. Data arrangement for RBF-22 of the randomized block factorial
design (RBFD). Yi, j,k denotes a score in one of the i = 1, . . . , n blocks for
subjects, j = 1, . . . , p for tool types, and k = 1, . . . , q for scenes. Since there
are two tools, the Maya built-in and our proposed tools, and two scenes, there
are a total of four combinations for each subject.

with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Their ages range
from 22 to 37 years; and two are females and 15 are males.
In addition, all of them have at least two years of experiences
using Maya and are familiar with the tools provided by Maya.
We listed the means and standard deviations of the operation
time for room and racing in Table II. With the proposed tool,
the time to get the proper setting was roughly reduced to
15% compared with Maya’s built-in tool. This paper aims at
evaluating efficiency enhancement of our proposed EZCam,
and differences among the subjects who have different genders
and ages, which are called nuisance variables, may make a
significant contribution to error variances and thereby affect
the judgment. Therefore, we used a randomized block factorial
design (RBFD) [37] to employ a blocking procedure to assign
the levels of nuisance variations randomly to the experimental
units for distribution of known and unsuspected variation
sources among the units over the entire experiment in order to
avoid the affection of just one or a limited number of affected
factors. We collected and listed the data in the format as shown
in Fig. 13, and the complete data of this paper are provided in
the supplemental Web site.1 The procedure involves 18 blocks
of 2 × 2 homogeneous experimental units, where 18 blocks
correspond to the subjects and 2 × 2 units correspond to two
tools and two tasks, respectively. In Fig. 13(b), Yi, j,k is the
score set for the time required to finish the task. According
to [37], we can formally express the expectation of Yi, j,k with
a mixed model for type Random Blocked Factorial (RBF)-pq
design as

Yi j = μ + α j + βk + (αβ) j,k + πi + εi, j,k

where μ denotes the overall population mean, α j denotes the
effect of the j th tool, βk denotes the effect of the kth task,
(αβ) j,k denotes the joint effect of the j th tool and the kth task,
πi denotes the effect of the i th subject, and εi, j,k denotes the
experimental error. We can derive the single and overall devi-
ation from experimental data in a similar manner as discussed
in [37]. Finally, we computed their F1,68 = 71.6 (p < .05) for
operation time on the tool types according to [37, Table 9.5-1].
Therefore, the tool is a significant factor for the operation time.
Based on the mean operation time, the proposed tool does
enhance the efficiency of the camera path design.

The second study focuses on effective communication of
EZCam for path design. We asked subjects to set up a camera
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Fig. 14. (a) and (b) Scenes, Japanese room and Hong Kong Port, used
for studying the effectiveness in communication of our proposed tool where
blue and purple mark the original and desired camera paths, respectively.
(c) Subject sat in front of the 5-plane inward tracking box for operating
EZCam and next to a computer for operating Maya. He/she was asked to
set up the camera path using the Maya built-in tool and our EZCam tool. The
scene was rendered based on the camera poses and displayed on the review
monitor. An instructor sat next to the subject and gave instructions according
to the rendered frame.

path for two scenes as purple paths in Fig. 14(a) and (b) with
our selected setting requirement. We have designed the camera
operations for the room scene for simulation of walking into
the room and then walking around to examine the environment
as follows.

1) The camera moves from the door to the interior of the
room.

2) The camera keeps moving forward to observe the katana
rack until only the katanas are inside the view.

3) The camera moves backward and turn left to check the
name cards.

4) When turning left, the camera must clearly see the names
on the cards.

We have designed the camera operations for the racing scene
to simulate looking out of the car window as follows.

1) The camera stays inside the front seat to look out of the
window.

2) When the right of the view spots the signboard of
extreme speedy motor, the camera turns to check the
signboard.

3) After checking, the camera turns back to look forward.
4) When the left of the view spots the signboard of Chinese

Study School, the camera turns to check the board.
5) After checking, the camera turns back to look forward.
6) When the top of the view spots the signboard of Syn-

thesized Perfume Drug Store, the camera turns to check
the board.

For this study, subjects were asked to use the same two tools
as the previous one. The built-in tool of Maya was operated
as follows.

1) Subjects were asked to switch to the worldview to
examine the scene and the camera position.

2) The instructor gave the key setting requirement.
3) Subjects were instructed to add keyframes for the camera

when he/she thought necessary.
4) Subjects were instructed to adjust the camera location

and orientation on the deviated parts of camera motion.
5) The result was rendered to show on the TV. The instruc-

tor reviewed it and gave out instructions to help subjects
adjust the parameters.

6) Steps 2–4 were repeated until reaching the stopping
criteria.

EZCam was operated in the following manner.
1) Subjects were asked to switch to the worldview to

examine the scene and the camera position.
2) The instructor gave the key setting requirement.
3) Subjects were instructed to run the animation and use

the EZCam system to manipulate the camera pose for
each frame.

4) The instructor gave certain comments during the setting
process to help them set the proper camera path.

5) The result was rendered to show on the TV. The instruc-
tor reviewed it and gave out instructions to help subjects
adjust the parameters.

6) Steps 2–4 were repeated until reaching the stopping
criteria.

To avoid the studying effect, the instructor counter-balance
chose the order of using these two tools for each subject.
During the study, we recorded how many operations and
how much time (only including operation but not rendering
and evaluation) the subject spent for obtaining the desired
camera path. We listed the means and standard deviations of
the number of operations and the time for room and racing
in Table II. With the proposed tool, both the number of
operations and the time to the proper setting were roughly
reduced to 33% and 15%, respectively, compared with Maya’s
built-in tool. Similarly, we also used a RBFD [37] to avoid
the affection of these limited nuisance factors and compute
their F1,68 = 162 and 58.8 (p < .05) for the operation time
and numbers, respectively. Therefore, our tool is a significant
factor for path design. Based on the scores, our tool can
provide direct instruction to reduce the number of operations
and improve the efficiency of the camera path design process.
Due to the limitation of space, we listed the complete user
study statistics in our supplemental Web site.1 In addition,
we also interviewed subjects for their opinions about EZCam.
Certain subjects reflected that it is like the joystick requiring to
construct a operation metaphor and once constructed, EZCam
provides intuitive manipulation means to design camera paths.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an interactive, low-cost, and real-time
camera path design system that provides direct com-
munication between animators and the director to avoid
misunderstanding and reduce the number of revision iterations.
We design a handle and several tracking configurations along
with real-time transformation estimation for different types of
camera manipulation. In addition, we also design a control
board to plug in the renderer for controlling other parameters
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for desired photographic effects. Our system is not without
limitations and there are a few future research directions. First,
to operate our system requests two persons, one manipulates
the camera and the other adjusts the control board. They may
have different interpretations of DP’s instructions, which may
induce more revision time. Thus, we would like to integrate
control sliders onto the handle similar to a video camera.
Second, marker recognition depends on image quality, and
when camera movement is fast, motion blur may result in
estimation artifacts. We would like to incorporate motion
deblurring into our system to overcome this issue.
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